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Gas-phase protonation of carbonic acid is predicted to occur preferentially at the carbonyl oxygen with the
298 K proton affinity that was calculated as PA) 741 and 775 kJ mol-1 for the syn- and anti-conformer,
respectively. The hydroxyl groups are less basic with a topical PA) 660 kJ mol-1. The standard enthalpy
of formation of gas-phase carbonic acid was calculated as∆H°f,298 ) -614 kJ mol-1. Collisional
neutralization of protonated carbonic acid, anti-1+, yields transient trihydroxymethyl radicals that dissociate
rapidly by loss of a hydrogen atom, so that no survivor species are observed on a 360 ns time scale. High-
level ab initio calculations with G2(MP2), G2, B3-MP2, and QCISD(T)/6-311+G(3df,2p) find two stable
conformers of trihydroxymethyl radicals, anti-1 and syn-1, that interconvert rapidly by O-H bond rotations.
The lowest-energy dissociation of anti-1 is loss of a hydrogen atom which requires 93 kJ mol-1 in the transition
state and forms the anti-conformer of carbonic acid with an overall reaction enthalpy,∆Hrxn,0 ) 18 kJ mol-1.
Four other [C,H3,O3] isomers are found by calculations to be local energy minima, e.g., hydrogen-bonded
complexes [OdCsO‚‚‚H‚‚‚OH2]• (2) and [HOsH‚‚‚OdCsOH]• (3), and dihydroxymethoxy radicals anti-4
and syn-4. Of these,2 was generated transiently in the gas phase and found to dissociate rapidly to water and
CO2. Kinetic isotope effects on dissociations of anti-1 and syn-1 are analyzed by RRKM calculations and
used to estimate the radical internal energy, which can be expressed as a simple sum of the cationic precursor
internal energy and the energy gained by Franck-Condon effects on collisional electron transfer.

Introduction

Carbonic acid is one of the textbook elusive molecules1 that
has been generated only recently in the gas phase and character-
ized by mass spectrometry.2 Protonated forms of carbonic acid
have been studied by NMR spectroscopy,3 and a symmetrical
conformer has been postulated to exist in solution. However,
the fundamental energy parameters of carbonic acid such as
enthalpy of formation, proton affinity, and ionization energy
are unknown. Ions corresponding to protonated carbonic acid
have been generated in the gas phase4 and shown by a
combination of deuterium and18O labeling to have the structure
of a trihydroxymethyl cation (1+).

Here we utilize cation1+ for the generation of trihydroxy-
methyl radical, C(OH)3 (1), which can be viewed as a hydrogen
atom adduct to carbonic acid. Our interest in1 stems from the
unusual combination of threeπ-electron donating groups that
interact with the open shell electronic system of the central
carbon atom. Methyl radicals bearingπ-electron donating (OH,
NH2), π-electron acceptor (CN, NO2), andσ-electron withdraw-
ing (F, Cl), substituents have been of keen interest to both
experimentalists5 and computational chemists.6 The popularity
of substituted methyl radicals stems in part from the fact that
they represent the simplest models for studying the effects of
functional groups on the dissociation energies of adjacent C-H
and C-C bonds. In addition, hydroxylated and halogenated
methyl radicals play an important role in tropospheric oxidations

and stratospheric photolysis, respectively.7 While several sub-
stituted methyl radicals have been generated from stable
precursors in the gas phase by classical methods such as
pyrolysis,8 photolysis,9 or H atom abstraction,10 di- and tri-
substituted methyl radicals containing combinations of OH
and NH2 groups are less easily available because of lack of
suitable precursors.

For such difficult systems, neutralization-reionization mass
spectrometry (NRMS)11 provides a general synthetic methodol-
ogy to generate substituted methyl radicals in the gas phase and
study their unimolecular properties on the microsecond time
scale. NRMS relies on the generation in the rarefied gas phase
of a stable cation or anion that has the same bond connectivity
as the target radical. The ion precursor is accelerated to a high
velocity (typically 100,000-200,000 m/s) and discharged by a
glancing collision with a gaseous target. For neutralization of
cations, polarizable electron donors such as xenon, trimethyl-
amine,N,N-dimethylaniline, or dimethyl disulfide are used to
achieve efficient electron transfer, while minimizing ion colli-
sion-induced dissociations and internal excitation of the incipient
radicals. NRMS has been used to generate several transient
monosubstituted methyl radicals, e.g., CH2OH,12 CH2Cl,13

CH2N(CH3)2,14 CH2NO2,15 as well as disubstituted radicals,
e.g., FCHOH,16 CHFCl and CHCl2,17 CH(OH)2,18 and CH(OH)-
NH2.19

In this work, we report the first experimental and computa-
tional study of1. Radical1, its isotopomers C(OH)2(OD) (1a),
C(OH)(OD)2 (1b), and C(OD)3 (1c), and a hydrogen-bonded
complex, OdC-O‚‚‚H‚‚‚OH2 (2) are generated unambiguously
from stable cation precursors and characterized by NRMS. We
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wish to show that1 is an intrinsically stable species that is made
highly reactive by large Franck-Condon effects on collisional
electron transfer that largely determine the radical unimolecular
chemistry in the gas phase. We also report the enthalpy of
formation, proton affinity, adiabatic, and vertical ionization
energies of carbonic acid conformers that were obtained at high
levels of ab initio theory.

Experimental Section

Materials. Dipropyl carbonate (5) (Aldrich), dihydroxy-
fumaric acid (6) (Aldrich), and dimethyl disulfide (DMDS,
Aldrich) were used as received. (Ethyl-d5)-propyl-carbonate (7),
ethyl-(propyl-d7)-carbonate (8), di-(ethyl-d5)-carbonate (9), (ethyl-
d5)-butyl ether (10) were prepared by standard procedures as
follows.

(Ethyl-d5)-propyl-carbonate(7). A mixture of propyl chlo-
roformate (0.02 mol, Aldrich), ethanol-d6 (0.02 mol, Aldrich),
and pyridine (0.025 mol, Aldrich) in 40 mL of methylene
chloride was stirred at room temperature for 5 h. The dichlo-
romethane solution was washed with 20 mL of 1 M HCl, 20
mL of water, the solvent was evaporated in vacuo, and the crude
product was distilled at atmospheric pressure (bp 133-135
°C).20

Ethyl-(propyl-d7)-carbonate(8). A mixture of ethyl chloro-
formate (0.02 mol, Aldrich), propanol-d8 (0.02 mol, Aldrich),
and pyridine (0.025 mol) was stirred in 40 mL of methylene
chloride at room temperature for 5 h. The solution was worked
up as for compound7 and the product was distilled at
atmospheric pressure (bp 148-150 °C).20

Di-(ethyl-d5)-carbonate(9). To a solution of ethanol-d6 (0.02
mol, Aldrich) and triphosgene (0.0072 mol, Aldrich) in 40 mL
of methylene chloride was added pyridine (0.025 mol) dropwise
at room temperature. The resulting mixture was stirred for 30
min and another portion of 0.02 mol of ethanol-d6 was added,
followed by 0.025 mol of pyridine. After the reaction mixture
was stirred for 2 h, it was quenched by adding 20 mL of 1 M
HCl and 20 mL of water. The organic phase was separated,
dried with magnesium sulfate, the solvent was evaporated in
vacuo, and the crude product distilled at atmospheric pressure
(bp 126-128 °C).21

(Ethyl-d5)butyl ether(10). 1-Iodobutane (0.05 mol, Aldrich),
ethanol-d6 (0.05 mol), and freshly prepared silver oxide (0.05
mol) were stirred overnight in methylene chloride (20 mL). The
product was distilled off directly from the reaction mixture and
the fraction boiling at 93-95 °C was collected.

Methods. Spectra were taken on the University of Wash-
ington tandem quadrupole acceleration-deceleration mass
spectrometer described previously,22 hereinafter denoted as UW,
and the University of Mons-Hainaut six-sector tandem mass
spectrometer,23 denoted as UMH. In the UW measurements,
cations were generated in a standard electron ionization (EI)
source. Typical ionization conditions were as follows: electron
energy 70 eV, emission current 500µA, and source temperature
200 °C. Stable precursor cations were passed through a
quadrupole mass filter operated in the radio frequency-only
mode, accelerated to a total kinetic energy of 8250 eV, and
neutralized in the collision cell floated at-8170 V. Dimethyl
disulfide (DMDS) or ammonia (NH3) were introduced to the
differentially pumped collision cell at a pressure such as to
achieve 70% transmittance of the precursor ion beam. The ions
and neutrals were allowed to drift to a four-segment conduit,11c

where the ions were reflected by the first segment floated at
+250 V. The neutral flight times for the C(OH)3 radicals in
standard NRMS measurements were 3.8µs. The fast neutral

species were reionized in the second collision cell with oxygen
at a pressure such as to achieve 70% transmission of the
precursor ion beam. The ions formed in the second collision
cell were decelerated, the fast neutrals were blocked by a chicane
lens that also provided an ion kinetic energy filter, and the ions
passing the filter were analyzed by a second quadrupole mass
filter operated at unit mass resolution. The instrument was tuned
daily to maximize the ion current of reionized CS2

•+. Typical
spectra consisted of 50 accumulated repetitive scans. Variable-
time measurements were performed as described previously.24

The flight times of the neutral intermediates that were used to
evaluate the unimolecular dissociation kinetics were 0.36, 1.07,
and 1.77µs.

The UMH measurements were performed on a Micromass
large scale tandem mass spectrometer of c1E1B1c2E2c3c4E3B2c5E4

geometry (E stands for electric sector, B for magnetic sector
and c for collision cell).23 Typical conditions were 8 kV
accelerating voltage, 200µA electron trap current (in the electron
ionization mode, EI), 1 mA (in the chemical ionization mode,
CI), 70 eV ionizing electron energy, and 200°C ion source
temperature. Solid samples were introduced with a direct
insertion probe, while liquid samples were injected in the ion
source via a heated (180°C) septum inlet. Collision-induced
dissociation (CID) with O2 of mass selected ions of 8 keV
kinetic energy was performed in c4 and the CID spectra were
recorded by scanning E3 and collecting the ions in the fifth field-
free region with an off-axis photomultiplier detector. Dissocia-
tions of mass-selected metastable ions occurring in the third
field-free region were monitored with the first off-axis detector
after scanning the second electric sector (mass-analyzed ion
kinetic energy spectra, MIKES). In the NRMS experiments, 8
keV ions were neutralized in c3 with ammonia at 70% beam
transmission and the residual ions were eliminated by floating
the intermediate calibration ion source inserted between both
cells at 9 keV. Fast neutral species were reionized in c4 with
O2 at 70% transmission. All spectra were recorded by scanning
E3 and collecting the ions in the fifth field-free region with an
off-axis photomultiplier detector.

Calculations.Standard ab initio calculations were performed
using the Gaussian 98 suite of programs.25 Optimized geometries
were obtained by density functional theory calculations using
Becke’s hybrid functional (B3LYP)26 and the 6-31+G(d,p) basis
set. For comparison, an additional set of optimized geometries
was obtained by perturbational Moller-Plesset calculations,27

with excitations of all electrons, MP2(FULL), and the 6-31+G-
(d,p) basis set. The B3LYP and MP2 geometries were very
similar and yielded single-point G2(MP2) energies that were
within 0.3 millihartree (0.8 kJ mol-1). Spin unrestricted calcula-
tions were performed for all open-shell systems. Contamination
by higher spin states was low in the UHF and UMP2
calculations, and was corrected by spin projection28 that lowered
the total energies bye2 millihartree for local minima ande5
millihartree for transition states. Stationary points were char-
acterized by harmonic frequency calculations with B3LYP/6-
31+G(d,p) as local minima (all real frequencies) and first-order
saddle points (one imaginary frequency). The calculated fre-
quencies were scaled with 0.96329 and used to obtain zero-point
energy corrections, enthalpies, entropies, and RRKM rate
constants. Improved energies were obtained by single-point
calculations at four levels of theory. Composite G2(MP2)30 and
G231 energies were obtained from quadratic configuration
interaction calculations with single, double, and perturbational
triple excitations, QCISD(T)32 with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set,
and basis set expansions from 6-311G(d,p) through 6-311+G-
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(3df,2p) via perturbational Moller-Plesset calculations, MP2,
and MP4(SDTQ). Since we mostly dealt with isogyric reactions
in which the number of valence electrons is conserved, empirical
corrections for the number of valence electrons30 were not used.
Single-point QCISD(T) calculations were also carried out with
the full 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set. This was motivated by the
failure of the G2 scheme to correctly treat CO2,33 which appears
in several reactions relevant to the system under study. For most
of our ions, molecules excluding CO2, and radicals, the full
QCISD(T)/6-311+G(3df,2p) energies were bracketed by those
from the composite calculations, with effective energies from
the G2 scheme being on average 1.6 millihartree (4.1 kJ mol-1)
lower, while those from the G2(MP2) scheme being on average
4.3 millihartree (11.3 kJ mol-1) higher. For selected systems,
total energies were also obtained with coupled-cluster calcula-
tions34 with single, double, and uncoupled triple excitations of
valence electrons, CCSD(T),35 using Dunning’s correlation-
consistent basis set of triple-ú quality with polarization and
diffuse functions on all atoms, aug-cc-pVTZ.36 Energies from
these high-level calculations are compared to composite B3-
MP2 energies that were performed with the 6-311+G(3df,2p)
basis set, as described previously.37

Geometry optimizations of excited electronic states were
carried out by spin-unrestricted configuration interaction singles
(UCIS)38 calculations using the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set. Improved
excited-state energies were obtained by time-dependent density
functional theory calculations39 using the B3LYP functional and
the 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set.

RRKM calculations were performed using Hase’s program40

that was recompiled and run under Windows NT.41 Direct count
of quantum states was used in 2 kJ mol-1 steps from the
transition state energy up to 200 kJ mol-1 above it. Rotational
states were treated adiabatically. The calculated microscopic rate
constants,k(E,J,K), were Boltzmann averaged over the rotational
states at 473 K, corresponding to the ion source temperature
that defines the precursor ion rotational temperature, to give
microcanonical rate constantsk(E).

Results and Discussion

Specific generation of transient neutral species by NRMS
relies entirely upon the knowledge of structures of the ionic
precursors. The chemistry of C(OH)3

+, its isotopomers, the
CO2‚‚‚H3O+ complex, and their dissociation products are
therefore briefly discussed first.

Preparation of C(OH)3-n(OD)n
+ Cations (n ) 0-3).Cation

1+ can be generated by dissociative ionization of dialkyl
carbonates that give the correspondingm/z 63 peak in the
electron ionization mass spectra.42 The first step, loss of C2H3

•,
proceeds by a double hydrogen atom transfer, which is followed
by elimination of C2H4 that also involves a hydrogen rearrange-
ment. The postulated elimination mechanisms are shown in
Scheme 1. The consecutive elimination of a vinyl radical and

an alkene is supported by the appearance of intense peaks for
metastable ion dissociations.43

The structure of C(OH)3
+ cations was investigated in detail

by Egsgaard and Carlsen who concluded that cation1+ was
the symmetrical trihydroxymethyl species.4 It was also dem-
onstrated that, starting from an asymmetric dialkyl carbonate
precursor, both hydrogen atoms involved in the first step, which
is the loss of an alkenyl radical, preferentially originate from
the longer alkyl chain.4 This interesting feature is used in the
present work to prepare specifically labeled C(OH)3-n(OD)n+

ions (Scheme 2). Recently, the isomeric proton-bound ion
[H2O‚‚‚H‚‚‚OCO]+ (2+) was shown to arise by dissociative
ionization of dihydroxyfumaric acid.44 Ion 2+ was easily
identified by comparison of its CID spectrum with that of1+.

We used di-n-propyl carbonate as a suitable precursor for
the production of pure1+ (Scheme 2). High-resolution mass
spectra (HRMS) confirm the absence of any isobaric interference
at m/z 63. The labeled ions, C(OH)2(OD)+ (1a+, m/z 64),
C(OH)(OD)2+ (1b+, m/z 65), and C(OD)3+ (1c+, m/z 66), were
produced, respectively, from (ethyl-d5)-propyl-carbonate (7),
ethyl-(propyl-d7)-carbonate (8), and di-(ethyl-d5)-carbonate (9),
but were accompanied by isobaric ions, e.g., CD3CD2OCH2

+,
CD3CD2OCHD+, and CD3CD2OCD2

+, respectively (Scheme 2).
These isobaric interferences were separated by adjusting the
mass resolution toM/∆M g 1000 which allowed unambiguous
precursor ion selection.

Ion Dissociations. The metastable and collision-induced
dissociations of C(OH)3-n(OD)n+ cations (n ) 1-3) were
studied under conditions of high mass resolution when mass-
selecting the precursor ions. The only observable dissociation
of metastable1+ is elimination of water yieldingm/z 45 ions,
most likely protonated carbon dioxide, HO-CdO+. This
metastable dissociation is associated with a kinetic energy
release ofT0.5 ) 96 meV. The CID spectrum of1+ obtained at
8 keV (Figure 1a) showed mainly a loss of a hydrogen atom,
yielding ionized carbonic acid atm/z 62, elimination of water
giving COOH+ at m/z 45, and formation of CO2H2

•+, CO2
•+,

HCO+, CO•+, H2O•+, and OH+ at m/z 46, 44, 29, 28, 18 and
17, respectively. Doubly charged12+ ions atm/z 31.5 are also
formed upon CID with oxygen. The CID spectra of1a+-1c+

SCHEME 1 SCHEME 2
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confirm the previous assignments through the corresponding
mass shifts to higher mass-to-charge ratios when compared to
the unlabeled species (Figure 2a-c). In addition, the CID spectra
showed a weak peak atm/z19 (orm/z22 for1c+), corresponding
to protonated water, which may be formed from an isomeric
species, [H2O‚‚‚H‚‚‚OCO]+ (2+) present as a minor contaminant
in the precursor ion beam or produced as an intermediate upon
collisional activation.

An authentic cation of structure2+ was generated by
dissociative ionization of dihydroxyfumaric acid (6).44 Although
the relative intensity of thism/z 63 peak in the EI spectrum of
6 is very weak (ca. 0.01% of them/z 44 base peak), we
succeeded in obtaining the CID spectrum that revealed some
interesting differences when compared to the CID spectrum of
1+ (Figure 1b). In particular, the abundant product ions of H3O+

at m/z 19 and the complementary CO2
•+ at m/z 44 are perfectly

consistent with the proposed structure of a proton-bound
H2O‚‚‚H+‚‚‚OCO complex for2+ and with the calculated
energetics of ion dissociations (vide infra).

Ion Structures and Energies.To substantiate the proposed
ion structures and dissociation mechanisms, we performed ab
initio and density functional theory calculations of the relevant
ion species. The optimized structures are presented in Figure
3, complete geometry parameters can be obtained from the
corresponding author upon request. Only singlet structures were
investigated, as carbocation triplets are likely to be substantially
higher in energy.45 The ion relative and dissociation energies
are summarized in Table 1 and visualized in a potential energy

diagram (Figure 4). The energies presented in the text and Figure
4 are from QCISD(T)/6-311+G(3df,2p) calculations and refer
to 0 K, unless stated otherwise. Two conformers (denoted anti-
1+ and syn-1+) of C3h and Cs symmetry, respectively, were
found as local energy minima for1+. Anti-1+ is 25 kJ mol-1

more stable than syn-1+ and the rotamers are separated by a
rotational barrier of 50 kJ mol-1 relative to anti-1+ (TS1, Figure
4). The greater stability of anti-1+ follows from the more
favorable orientation of the OsH bond dipoles than in syn-1+.
A third isomer (11+) that exists as a local energy minimum
can be viewed as an adduct of water and COOH+ (Figure 3).

Figure 1. Collision-induced dissociation spectra (O2, 70%T) of CH3O3
+

cations (m/z 63) prepared by dissociative ionization of (a) di-n-propyl
carbonate, and (b) dihydroxyfumaric acid. Asterisks indicate the peaks
originating from a minor C5H3

+ impurity.

Figure 2. Collision-induced dissociation spectra (O2, 70%T) of (a)
C(OD)(OH)2+ (1a, m/z 64), (b) C(OD)2(OH)+ (1b, m/z 65), and (c)
C(OD)3+ (1c, m/z 66).
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At our highest level of theory, ion11+ is 106 kJ mol-1 less
stable than anti-1+ (Table 1). Anti-1+ and11+ are separated by
a substantial barrier to hydrogen migration (TS2) which is 216
kJ mol-1 above anti-1+. Dissociation of anti-1+ to COOH+ +
H2O requires 194 kJ mol-1 at the thermochemical threshold,

but most likely involves11+ as an intermediate. The energy
excess in the dissociation, anti-1+ f TS2 f 11+ f COOH+

+ H2O, ∆H0 ) 216-194) 22 kJ mol-1, is perfectly consistent
with the kinetic energy release in the elimination of water from
metastable1+ (96 meV) 9.3 kJ mol-1). Considering that the
average kinetic energy release,〈T〉 , is about twiceT0.5 measured
at the metastable peak width at half-maximum (〈T〉/T0.5 ) 2.16
for ideal Gaussian peaks),46 the metastable ion dissociations
suggest that most of the nonfixed ion energy (∼20 kJ mol-1) is
channeled into the kinetic energy of separating fragments. This
indicates that the isomerization, anti-1+ f TS2 f 11+, is the
rate-determining step in the elimination of water from1+. This
conclusion is important for discussing the role of the ion-
molecule complex (2+) which is calculated to be the most stable
ion isomer, being 15 kJ mol-1 more stable than anti-1+ (Figure
4). Ion2+ shows a tight hydrogen bonding between the bridging
H3O+ proton and the CO2 oxygen atom, as illustrated by the
corresponding O‚‚‚H bond distance of 1.50 Å (Figure 3).
However, an exothermic isomerization of anti-1+ to 2+ requires
at least two hydrogen migrations, which should present a
substantial kinetic hindrance.

Enthalpy of Formation of 1+. The calculated enthalpies of
dissociations, combined with the reliable experimental enthalpies
of formation for H2O, H3O+, CO2, and COOH+ (ref 42) allow
us to obtain the standard enthalpy of formation for anti-1+, eq
1 and 2.

The average value from eqs 1 and 2,∆H°f,298 (1+) ) 151 kJ
mol-1, was further used to assess the energetics of anti-1+

formation from di-n-alkyl carbonates, as discussed below. It may
be noted that the calculated∆H°f,298 (1+) is in good agreement
with a previous estimate (155 kJ mol-1) that was based on
appearance energy measurements for the formation of1+ from
diethyl carbonate.47

Figure 3. B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) (roman numerals) and MP2(FULL)/
6-31+G(d,p) (italics) optimized structures of [C,H3,O3]+ cations. Bond
lengths in angstroms, bond and dihedral angles in degrees.

TABLE 1: Ion Relative Energies and Proton Affinities of
Carbonic Acid

relative energya

species/reaction G2(MP2) G2 QCISD(T)b B3-MP2

anti-1+ 0 0 0 0
syn-1+ 25 25 25 25
2+ -15 -14 -15 -21
11+ 106 106 106 103
TS1 (anti-1+f syn-1+) 50 50 50 49
TS2 (anti-1+f 11+) 218 213 216 214
anti-1+ f COOH+ + H2O 193 188 194 191

syn-1+ f syn-12+ H+ 736 735 736 733
PA(OdC) at 298 Kc 741 740 741 738

11+ f syn-12+ H+ 656 655 656 657
PA(OH) at 298 Kd 660 659 660 660

anti-1+ f anti-12+ H+ 769 768 769 766
PA at 298 Kc 775 774 775 772

anti-1+ f CO2 + H3O+ 46 e 47 41
syn-12+• f CO2 + H2O+• 96 e 97 92
anti-12+• f CO2 + H2O+• 95 e 92
syn-12+• f COOH+ + OH• 150 151 150 146
anti-12+• f COOH+ + OH• 150 151 146

a In units of kJ mol-1 at 0 K unless stated otherwise.b From single-
point calculations with the 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set.c 298 K topical
proton affinities for protonation at the carbonyl oxygen.d 298 K topical
proton affinity at the hydroxyl group in syn-12. e G2 calculations fail
for CO2.33

Figure 4. Potential energy diagram for isomerizations and dissociations
of [C,H3,O3] cations. 0 K energies from single-point QCISD(T)/6-
311+G(3df,2p) calculations.

anti-1+ f CO2 + H3O
+ ∆Hrxn,298) 54 kJ mol-1 (1)

∆H°f,298 (1+) ) 150 kJ mol-1

anti-1+ f COOH+ + H2O ∆Hrxn,298) 203 kJ mol-1 (2)

∆H°f,298 (1+) ) 151 kJ mol-1
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Generation of Low-Energy 1+. Because the precursor ion
internal energy can affect the stability of the neutral species
formed by collisional electron transfer, we also prepared1+

using charge-exchange with Xe+ to control the ionization
energetics. From the enthalpies of formation of anti-1+(151 kJ
mol-1, vide supra), di-n-propyl carbonate (-681 kJ mol-1),42

propene (20.4 kJ mol-1), and allyl radical (171 kJ mol-1), we
calculate the appearance energy for the formation of anti-1+ as
1023 kJ mol-1 or 10.61 eV. Thus, charge-exchange ionization
with Xe+ (RE ) 12.13 eV) delivers 12.13- 10.61) 1.52 eV
to be distributed among the dissociation products roughly in
the ratio of their heat capacities, which were calculated as 65,
70, and 64 J mol-1 K-1 for anti-1+, propene, and allyl radical,
respectively. Upon equipartition of the 1.52 eV excess energy,
anti-1+should be formed with 48 kJ mol-1 internal energy.
Furthermore, under the high-pressure conditions of CE ioniza-
tion, the excess internal energy in1+ is likely to be partially
dissipated by collisions with Xe. If fully thermalized, anti-1+

is calculated to have on average 20 kJ mol-1 internal energy at
473 K. Hence, the mean internal energy of1+ produced by
charge-exchange ionization is bracketed between 20 and 48 kJ
mol-1.

Structure, Proton Affinity, Ionization Energy, and En-
thalpy of Formation of Carbonic Acid. Carbonic acid (12)
also exists as two conformers, syn-12 and anti-12 (Figure 5),
which differ in energy by 6.4 kJ mol-1 in favor of the syn-
rotamer and are separated by a 39 kJ mol-1 rotational barrier
relative to syn-12. From the calculated free energy difference
for the rotamers,∆G°f,298 ) 4.5 kJ mol-1, and the symmetry
numbers48 (σ ) 2 for syn-12 and σ ) 1 for anti-12), one
calculates the equilibrium populations as 76% syn-12 and 24%
anti-12 at 298 K.

Protonation at the carbonyl oxygen in syn-12 gives syn-1+

with a proton affinity, PA(syn-12) ) 741 kJ mol-1 (298 K value,
Table 1). Protonation at the carbonyl oxygen of the less stable
anti-12produces the more stable anti-1+ ion, which makes anti-
12 more basic with PA(anti-12) ) 775 kJ mol-1 at 298 K. The
proton affinity of the hydroxyl groups in syn-12 is substantially
lower, PA ) 660 kJ mol-1.

The other energy parameters that characterize carbonic acid
are the adiabatic ionization energies, for which G2 calculations
including corrections for the number of valence electrons give
IEa ) 11.29 and 11.23 eV for syn-12 and anti-12, respectively.
By comparison, the G2(MP2) and B3-MP2 ionization energies
are very similar to the G2 values (Table 2). Interestingly, gas-

phase carbonic acid is metastable with respect to dissociation
to CO2 and H2O which was calculated to be slightly exothermic
and have a reaction enthalpy of∆Hrxn,298 ) -21.4 kJ mol-1

(CCSD(T) value, Table 3). Atomization energies calculated from
the G2 and G2(MP2) schemes and the enthalpy of dissociation
to CO2 + H2O allowed us to estimate the standard enthalpy of
formation for gas-phase carbonic acid to fall in the range of
∆H°f,298 ) -608 to -623 kJ mol-1 (Table 3). At the highest
level of theory, which was CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ in this case,
∆H°f,298 (12) ) -614 kJ mol-1.

Generation of C(OH)3 Radicals.Collisional neutralization
of 1+ and1a+-1c+ was studied with dimethyl disulfide (Figure
6a) and ammonia (Figure 7a) as electron donors, which gave
very similar results. Neutralization with either reagent gave
NRMS spectra that did not show any detectable recovery signal
at m/z 63. The major fragments in the NR mass spectra were
H2CO3 (loss of H), COOH (loss of H2O or H + OH), CO2 (loss
of H + H2O), COH, CO, H2O, OH, and O, atm/z 62, 45, 44,

Figure 5. B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) optimized geometries of carbonic acid
neutral and ion conformers.

TABLE 2: Ionization and Recombination Energies.

energya

species G2(MP2)b G2b QCISD(T) B3-MP2

anti-1 IEa 5.82 5.83 5.82 5.84
IEv 7.70 7.79
REv 4.06 4.20

syn-1 IEa 5.98 5.99 5.98 6.01
REv 4.13 4.25

2 IEa 6.11 6.13 6.11 6.11
REv 3.14 3.30

anti-12 IEa 11.22 11.23 11.19
IEv 11.66 11.67

syn-12 IEa 11.28 11.29 11.14 11.25
IEv 11.74 11.74

COOH IEa 7.94 7.96 7.94 7.99

a In units of electronvolt.b Including empirical corrections for the
number of valence electrons.

Figure 6. Neutralization (CH3SSCH3, 70%T)/reionization (O2, 70%T)
mass spectra of C(OH)3

+ cations (m/z 63) generated by (a) 70-eV
dissociative ionization of di-n-propyl carbonate, (b) Xe+ charge
exchange dissociative ionization of di-n-propyl carbonate.
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29, 28, 18, 17, and 16, respectively (Figure 6a). The relative
intensities of the NRMS fragment peaks are very similar to those
in the previously reported CID spectrum of carbonic acid.2 This
indicates that1 formed by collisional neutralization dissociates
rapidly by loss of a hydrogen atom to form carbonic acid as a
stable intermediate. Variable-time measurements were carried
out to study the temporal dependence of the NR spectra of1+.
However, even at the shortest flight time of1 (360 ns) no
survivor ion was detected in the NR mass spectrum.

The NRMS spectrum of1+ prepared by CE ionization with
Xe also showed no recovery ion (Figure 6b). The major
difference in the NR mass spectra in Figure 6a and 6b was the
decreased relative intensity of the H2O+• peak atm/z 18 in the
latter spectrum. This can be readily explained by less efficient
collision-induced dissociation, which occurs collaterally with
collisional neutralization, of the less energetic ion1+ from CE
ionization. Note that loss of water is the by far most abundant
dissociation of1+, and neutral water is transmitted for reion-
ization together with the products of collisional neutralization.
We conclude from the foregoing experiments that the absence
of recovery ion is caused by the low stability of1 when
generated by fast electron transfer.

NR of the proton-bound complex (ion2+) also resulted in
complete dissociation (Figure 7b). The NR mass spectrum of
2+ showed mainly the peaks of CO2

+• and CO+•, in keeping
with facile dissociation of the transient [OdCdO‚‚‚H3O] radical
to CO2 followed by its reionization and ion dissociations. Note
that the complementary H3O• is an unstable hypervalent radical49

that is not expected to be detected in the NR mass spectrum.50

The low-abundance peaks atm/z 24-26, 36, 37, and 48-50 in
Figure 6b are due to a trace of a C5H3 impurity in the extremely
weak ion beam of2+.

The kinetic stability of a transient species can be increased
by using deuterated ion precursors with the assumption that
kinetic isotope effects may slow neutral dissociations so that
survivor ions could be observed.51 Despite the possible interven-
tion of kinetic isotope effects, the NR mass spectra of1a+-
1c+ displayed no survivor ions (Figure 8a-c), and pointed again
to fast dissociations of the transient radicals1a-1c. However,
the NR spectra of1a+ and1b+ provided the relative intensities
of the carbonic acid isotopomers that were used to gauge
intramolecular isotope effects on the competitive losses of H
and D from1a and 1b. From the integrated peak intensities
we find the ratio [1a-H]/[1a-D] ) 3.47, whereas [1b-H]/
[1b-D] ) 0.91. Intramolecular isotope effects have been shown

TABLE 3: Thermochemical Properties of Carbonic Acid

energya

reaction T (K) G2(MP2) G2 QCISD(T)b CCSD(T)c

syn-12 f (3P)C+ 0 2491 2489
3(3P)O+ 2(2S)H 298 2523 2521

∆H°f,298 0 -607 -605
298 -623 -621

syn-12 f CO2 + H2O 0 -34 d -33 -28
298 -27 -26 -21

∆H°f,298 298 -608 -610 -614

a In units of kJ mol-1. b Calculations with the 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis
set.c Calculations with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.d G2 calculations
give an erroneous energy for CO2.33

Figure 7. Neutralization (NH3, 70%T)/reionization (O2, 70%T) mass
spectra of (a)1, and (b)2.

Figure 8. NRMS spectra (NH3/O2) of (a) C(OD)(OH)2+ (m/z 64), (b)
C(OD)2(OH)+ (m/z 65), and (c) C(OD)3+ (m/z 66). Insets show the
expanded regions for loss of H and D peaks.
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previously to provide valuable information on the amount and
distribution of internal energy in transient radicals,52 as discussed
below. To shed more light on the radical energetics and
dissociation kinetics, we performed extensive ab initio calcula-
tions that are presented and discussed next. The relative and
transition state energies referred to in the text and depicted in
a potential energy diagram (Figure 9) are from the QCISD(T)/
6-311+G(3df,2p) calculations. Relative energies obtained at the
other levels of theory are summarized in Table 4.

Radical Structures and Energies.Radical1 was calculated
to exist as two conformers (Figure 10), the more stable anti-1
of C3 symmetry, and syn-1 of C1 symmetry that was 9.6 kJ
mol-1 less stable than anti-1 at 0 K. The greater stability of
anti-1 is consistent with the most favorable orientation of the
OsH bond dipoles, as in the ion, anti-1+. The conformers are
separated by a 11 kJ mol-1 barrier to OH group rotation (TS3,
Figure 11) relative to anti-1, which allows for very fast
conformer interconversion (vide infra). The barrier for OH group
rotation in anti-1 is substantially lower than in the corresponding
cation anti-1+ (vide supra). This results from antibonding

π-electron interactions between the C and O atoms in the radical,
as also reported previously for analogous systems.53,54 Four
additional [C,H3,O3] isomers were found as bound structures
by B3LYP and MP2(FULL)/6-31+G(d,p) optimizations. Radi-
cals syn-4 and anti-4 (Figure 10) are dihydroxymethoxy rotamers
that are 57 and 62 kJ mol-1 less stable than anti-1 (Table 4). In
addition, anti-4 and syn-4 are separated from anti-1 and syn-1,
respectively, by large potential energy barriers for hydrogen
atom migration from the OsH groups to the carbon atom (Table
4). The corresponding transition state geometries (TS4andTS5)
are depicted in Figure 11. The most stable [C,H3,O3] radical
isomer is an H2O‚‚‚HOOC• complex (2, Figure 9) in which the
oxygen atom of the water molecule is hydrogen bonded to the
proton of the COOH radical. Radical2 is 43 kJ mol-1 more
stable than anti-1. Finally, we found another hydrogen-bonded
complex (3, Figure 9), in which one of the water protons binds
to the carbonyl oxygen of the COOH radical, and which was
19 kJ mol-1 more stable than anti-1.

Radicals anti-1 and syn-1 are kinetically stable against
dissociation. Loss of a hydrogen atom from anti-1 produces the
less stable anti-conformer of carbonic acid (anti-12), and this
dissociation requires only 18 kJ mol-1 at the 0 K thermochemi-
cal threshold. However, the OsH bond cleavage must overcome
a substantial potential energy barrier in the transition state (TS6),
which is 93 kJ mol-1 above anti-1 (Figure 9). Dissociation of
the syn-1 rotamer proceeds through a different transition state
(TS7), which is 79 kJ mol-1 above syn-1 and yields the more
stable rotamer of carbonic acid, syn-12.

Alternative pathways for hydrogen atom loss from anti,syn-1
are endothermic isomerizations to anti,syn-4 followed by
dissociation of the CsH bonds. However, Figure 9 shows that

Figure 9. Potential energy diagram for isomerizations and dissociations
of [C,H3,O3] radicals. 0 K energies from single-point QCISD(T)/6-
311+G(3df,2p) calculations.

TABLE 4: Relative Energies of [C,H3,O3] Radicals

relative energya

species/reaction G2(MP2) G2 QCISD(T)b B3-PMP2b,c

anti-1 (C3) 0 0 0 0
syn-1 (C1) 9.4 9.6 9.6 9.7
2 -43 -42 -43 -47
3 -20 -19 -19 -23
anti-4 59 58 57 67
syn-4 (Cs) 65 64 62 71
anti-1 f syn-12 + H• 11 11 11 8
anti-1 f anti-12 + H• 18 18 18 14
anti-1 f COOH+ H2O -12 -10 -10 -16
anti-1 f (1A)HOsCsOH + OH• 242 243 241 255
anti-1 f TS3 11 11 11 11
anti-1 f TS4 144 143 144 140
syn-1 f TS5 132 132 133 129
anti-1 f TS6 94 93 93 78
syn-1 f TS7 81 80 79 65
anti-4 f TS8 27 27 28 12
syn-4 f TS9 18 18 20 3
anti-1 f TS10 170 171 172 165
anti-1 f TS11 76 77 78 71
syn-12 f TS12 39 39 40

a In units of kJ mol-1 at 0 K. b From single-point calculations with
the 6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set.c Averaged B3LYP and PMP2 relative
energies.

Figure 10. Optimized geometries of [C,H3,O3] radicals. Roman
numerals, UB3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) geometries. Italics: UMP2(FULL)/
6-31+G(d,p) geometries.
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either isomerization step requires a substantial energy in the
transition state (e.g., 144 kJ mol-1 from anti-1 to TS4), which
should hamper the loss of hydrogen by the two-step mechanism.

Elimination of water from anti-1 and syn-1 has the lowest
thermochemical threshold which is 10-20 kJ mol-1 belowthe
respective reactant energies, making the trihydroxymethyl
radicals metastable with respect to the exothermic loss of water
(Figure 9). However, an elimination of water necessitates a
hydrogen migration between the hydroxy groups in anti-1 which
requires 172 kJ mol-1 in the transition state (TS10, Figure 9)
and this high energy disfavors the elimination. It can be
concluded from the dissociation energetics that loss of an H
atom is the most favorable dissociation of anti-1 and syn-1.

Franck-Condon Effects on Neutralization.The previous
discussion showed that loss of H atoms from anti-1 and syn-1
should dominate the unimolecular dissociations of the trihydroxy-
methyl radicals. We now address two questions pertinent to the
radical dissociations: (1) What causes the very fast dissociation
of radicals anti-1 and syn-1 that prevents their detection on a
nanosecond time scale in the variable-time NR mass spectra?
(2) What is the branching ratio for the formation of the syn and
anti rotamers of carbonic acid by loss of H?

A usual cause of excitation in transient species produced by
femtosecond collisional electron transfer is the Franck-Condon
effects.55 The internal energy acquired by vertical electron
transfer (EFC) is estimated from ab initio calculations by simply
adding an electron to the corresponding cation while freezing
the molecular geometry. These calculations show that vertical
electron capture results in substantial excitation in anti-1 and
syn-1, EFC ) 162 and 170 kJ mol-1, respectively. The reasons
for the large Franck-Condon energies follow from the com-
parison of the equilibrium geometries of anti- and syn-1+ and
anti- and syn-1,. The major differences in the cation and radical
geometries are in the lengths of the C-O bonds which are
shorter in the cation (1.285 Å in anti-1+ compared to 1.373 Å
in anti-1), and the O-C-O bond angles which are 120° in the
planar cation, but 112° in the pyramidal radical (Figures 3 and
10). Hence, vertical neutralization of anti-1+ causes compression
of the CsO bonds, resulting in an increased potential energy
which is converted to vibrational energy of the radical. The
effect of planarization in anti-1 was investigated by calculating
the energy barrier for an umbrella inversion about the carbon
atom (TS11, Table 4, Figure 11). The calculatedETS ) 78 kJ
mol-1 indicates that the angular distortion in vertically formed
planar anti-1 contributes<50% of the overall Franck-Condon
energy. Internal excitation by Franck-Condon effects alone is
sufficient to drive dissociations of anti-1 and syn-1 because the
EFC are greater than the transition state energies (Figure 9).

An obvious consequence of large Franck-Condon effects is
the very different vertical and adiabatic ionization energies of
the radicals and the recombination energies of the cations. The
calculated energies are summarized in Table 2. Adiabatic
ionization of anti-1 and syn-1 requires 5.82 and 5.98 eV at our
highest level of theory. This is substantially lower than the
ionization energy of hydroxymethyl radical (7.56 eV),42,54 and
the difference reflects a combination of an increased stabilization
of the substituted methyl cation by theπ-donating hydroxy
groups47 and destabilization of the radical by the same electronic
interaction.6b,c Vertical electron capture in anti-1+ and syn-1+

releases 4.1 eV and results in vibrational excitation in the
radicals formed, such that the internal energy exceeds the
barriers to dissociation, as discussed above. Vertical ionization
of relaxed anti-1 requires 7.70 eV and forms the cation with
ca. 180 kJ mol-1 internal energy due to Franck-Condon effects.
This is below the threshold for elimination of water from anti-
1+ (see Table 1), indicating that vertical ionization alone should
not lead to extensive dissociation of the ion. The ionization

Figure 11. UB3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) optimized transition state geom-
etries.
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energies further confirm that the absence of a survivor ion in
the NR mass spectrum of anti-1+ is due to radical dissociations.

Radical Dissociation Kinetics. The dissociations on the
QCISD(T) potential energy surfaces of anti-1 and syn-1 were
investigated by RRKM calculations. Because of the very low
barrier to interconversion, anti-1 T syn-1, when compared to
the dissociation energies, the conformers were considered to
equilibrate rapidly at all excitations relevant for dissociation.
This was confirmed by the calculated rate constants,k1 andk-1,
for isomerization of anti-1 to syn-1 and vice versa, respectively.
At internal energiesE >15 kJ mol-1, k1 andk-1 exceeded 1012

s-1. The energy-dependent molar fractions of anti-1 and syn-1
were calculated from the equilibrium constant,Keq(E) ) k-1(E)/
k1(E) while taking into account the reaction degeneracies.
Because of molecular symmetry, the isomerization anti-1 f
syn-1 is triply degenerate due to the rotation of any of three
OsH bonds to reach the transition state.48 By the same
reasoning, the reverse isomerization, syn-1 f anti-1 is doubly
degenerate, because the transition state can be achieved by two
different rotations of the OsH bonds. This degeneracy entropi-
cally favors syn-1 and gradually compensates the small differ-
ence in the conformer relative energies, so that atE g 78 kJ
mol-1, syn-1 is favored and the molar fraction ratio,xsyn/xanti,
approaches the statistical 3:2 limit at high internal energies
(Figure 12). The conformer population further affects the
branching ratio for dissociations by loss of H, whereby anti-1
dissociates to form anti-12, while syn-1 forms syn-12. These
bond dissociations are also affected by reaction path degenera-
cies that differ for anti-1 and syn-1. The cleavage of the out-
of-plane O-H bond in syn-1 has the lowest transition state
energy and so the formation of syn-12 dominates in the narrow
interval of internal energies betweenTS7 andTS6 (89-93 kJ
mol-1, Figure 9). Note that only a single O-H bond can
dissociate in syn-1 to produce syn-12 throughTS7. In contrast,
O-H bond dissociation in anti-1 is triply degenerate, because
dissociation of any O-H bond forms anti-12 throughTS6. To
compare the rate constants for the formation of syn-12and anti-
12, the unimolecular dissociation rate constants,ksyn(E) and
kanti(E) must be adjusted for the reaction path degeneracy and

weighted by the conformer populations at given internal energy.
These adjusted rate constants (logk) are plotted in Figure 13
together with the overall rate constant for hydrogen loss,ktotal

) xsynksyn + 3xantikanti. The rate constants show that both anti-1
and syn-1 dissociate rapidly at energies within a few kJ mol-1

above the corresponding transition state. At excitation energies
gained by Franck-Condon effects (162-170 kJ mol-1, Figure
9), the rate constants approach 1010 s-1, so that no surviving
radicals can be expected after 360 ns, which was the shortest
observation time in the variable NR measurements (vide supra).
Experiment and theory are thus in accord in accounting for the
complete dissociation of the anti and syn conformers of1.

The energy-dependent formation of syn-12 and anti-12 is
depicted in Figure 12. The branching ratios of molar fractions
for syn-12 and anti-12 oscillate at low excitation energies due
to the effects of limited quantum state densities near the
transition state energies that cause oscillations in the unimo-
lecular rate constants. Despite the lower TS energy for the
dissociation of syn-1, the dissociation of anti-1 is favored by
entropy effects due to the reaction path degeneracy, so that anti-1
dissociates faster atE g 98 kJ mol-1 (Figure 12). Formation of
the less stable anti-12 is thus kinetically favored at higher
excitation energies.

To make the situation even more complicated, once formed,
syn-12and anti-12can isomerize unimolecularly by O-H bond
rotations. The rotation barrier (TS12, 39 kJ mol-1 above syn-
12) is readily overcome in syn- and anti-12 produced by
dissociations of syn- and anti-1, respectively. From the energy
excess in the dissociating radicals, e.g.Eexc ) EFC - ∆Hrxn,0 )
162-18 ) 144 kJ mol-1 for anti-1, it follows that the carbonic
acid formed must have a substantial internal energy. A fraction

Figure 12. Calculated molar fractions of anti-1 {x(anti-1)} and syn-1
{x(syn-1)} and the branching ratios for dissociations by H loss forming
anti-12 {x(anti-12)} and syn-12 {x{syn-12)}.

Figure 13. Population weighted rate constants for loss of H from
anti-1, log[k(anti-1) × x(anti-1)] (full circles), syn-1, log[k(syn-1) ×
x(syn-1)] (empty circles), and the total rate constant, log [k(anti-1) ×
x(anti-1) + k(syn-1) × x(syn-1)], full triangles.
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of the energy excess can go into the translational recoil energy
of H and anti-12. Nevertheless, RRKM calculations show that,
for E g 75 kJ mol-1, the rate constants of interconversion are
>1011 s-1, so that the carbonic acid conformers rapidly reach
equilibrium populations that approach the statistical 2:1 ratio,
e.g., 64% anti-12 and 36% syn-12 at 144 kJ mol-1 of internal
energy.

Before continuing to the analysis of isotope effects, it is useful
to summarize the dissociation kinetics of radicals1. Anti and
syn-1 rapidly interconvert by O-H bond rotations throughTS3,
so that dissociating radicals reach equilibrium populations of
conformers in which syn-1 is more abundant. At internal
energies>100 kJ mol-1, anti-1 dissociates faster than syn-1 to
form anti-12. Due to the energy excess imparted in syn-1 and
anti-1 by Franck-Condon effects, the anti-12and syn-12 formed
by dissociation further equilibrate by O-H bond rotations
through TS12 to finally establish a 2:1 anti:syn ratio of
conformers.

Kinetic Isotope Effects and Internal Energy Distribution
in Radicals Formed by Electron Transfer. While the uni-
molecular dissociations of radical1 are too fast to be measured
by variable-time NR, the relative rates for losses of H and D
are readily available from regular NR mass spectra of1a and
1b (Figure 8). The spectra provide estimates of intramolecular
kinetic isotope effects,56 [H]/[D], from the integrated intensities
of the (1a-H)+• and (1a-D)+• ions, and likewise for (1b-
H)+• and (1b-D)+•. It is assumed that the carbonic acid
isotopomers have very similar ionization cross sections, and that
the fractions of surviving (1a-H)+• and (1a-D)+• ions are
proportional to the populations of the neutral molecules being
formed, in other words, that isotope effects on ion dissociations
following reionization can be neglected. The experimental
isotope effects can be expressed by eq 3,

wherekH(E) andkD(E) are the unimolecular rate constants from
RRKM calculations,E is the radical internal energy,P(E) is
the internal energy distribution function,Ea,H andEa,D are the
transition state energies for loss of H and D, respectively, and
τ is the time for dissociation. Because the dissociations are very
fast, so thatk(E)τ .1, eq 3 is simplified to eq 4, wheref[kH(E),
kD(E)] are combinations of unimolecular rate constants for loss
of H and D depending on the system in question.

Functionsf[kH(E),kD(E)] are shown in Scheme 3 for dissociations
of syn- and anti-1a, and analogous functions were derived for
dissociations of syn- and anti-1b in which the subscripts for H
and D were reversed. Note that the presence of deuterium
disrupts molecular symmetry, so that a rigorous treatment
requires that separate reactants and transition states be used to
evaluatekH(E) and kD(E) in the conformers, as well as the
energy-dependent conformer molar fractionsxanti and xsyn. In
calculations of molar fractions, kinetic isotope effects on O-H
bond rotation can be neglected at internal energies at or above
TS6 andTS7, and so the three isotopomers of syn-1a and syn-
1b were treated as identical molecules.

The internal energy distribution functionP(E) was modeled
as a two-parameter, normalized, Boltzmann-like function (eq
5),51 whereE0 is an onset energy andW is a width parameter.
FunctionP(E) shows a maximum atEmax ) E0 + W/2 and gives
the population mean

at 〈E〉 ) E0 + W. TheEmax and〈E〉 represent the most probable
and mean internal energy in the transient neutral species
produced by vertical neutralization. ParametersE0 andW were
least-squares fitted in eq 4 to obtain the best agreement with
the experimental isotope effects for loss of H and D from1a
and1b. The best fit was obtained forE0 ) 110 kJ mol-1 and
W ) 138 kJ mol-1, which gave [H]/[D] ) 3.48 for 1a to be
compared with the experimental value of 3.47, and [H]/[D])
0.89 for1b to be compared with 0.91 from experiment. These
parameters set the most probable internal energy in1a,batEmax

) 110+ 138/2) 179 kJ mol-1. Presuming virtually the same
internal energy distribution in the nonlabeled radicals anti-1 and
syn-1, the potential energy diagram in Figure 9 shows that, out
of the overall vibrational excitation, 162 kJ mol-1 originates
from Franck-Condon effects on vertical neutralization, so the
remaining 17 kJ mol-1 must originate from the internal energy
of the precursor ion, which is most likely the more stable anti-
1+. Such a small amount of internal energy in the precursor
ion appears reasonable. Anti-1+ is formed from di-n-alkyl
carbonate precursors by a rearrangement that requires three
hydrogen migrations; such a rearrangement can compete with
R-cleavage dissociations of the C-O bonds at ion energies close
to the dissociation threshold, implying low excitation in the
products. It is interesting to note that the most probable internal
energy calculated for anti-1 is very close to a simple sum of
the Franck-Condon energy from vertical neutralization and the

[H]

[D]
)
∫0

τ
dt∫Ea,H

∞
fH[kH(E),kD(E)]P(E)[1 - e-(kH(E)t/Σ k(E))] dE

∫0

τ
dt∫Ea,D

∞
fD[kH(E),kD(E)]P(E)[1 - e-(kD(E)t/Σ k(E))] dE

(3)

[H]

[D]
)
∫Ea,H

∞
fH[kH(E),kD(E)]P(E) dE

∫Ea,D

∞
fD[kH(E),kD(E)]P(E) dE

(4)

SCHEME 3

P(E) )
4(E - E0)

W 2
e-(2(E-E0)/W) (5)
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thermal energy of the precursor ion at the ion source temperature
(vide supra), 162+ 20 ) 182 kJ mol-1. This leads to the
conclusion that the principal mechanism of internal energy
transfer in femtosecond electron transfer is through Franck-
Condon effects, whereas other mechanisms, such as collisional
activation, are secondary or negligible.

Conclusions

This combined experimental and computational study allows
us to make several conclusions. Trihydroxymethyl radicals syn-
and anti-1 are intrinsically stable species in an isolated state.
Upon formation by femtosecond electron transfer to trihydroxy-
methyl cations, the radicals gain internal energies that are
sufficient to cause rapid dissociation by loss of hydrogen atoms.
Analysis of the isotope effects on the hydrogen and deuterium
atom losses indicates that the radicals have internal energies
that can be expressed as a simple sum of the cationic precursor
energy and the Franck-Condon energy acquired by vertical
electron transfer.
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